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Pixel Detector

SHiP Experiment
S earch for Hi dden P articles ( SHiP ) is an experiment proposed for the B eam D ump

The pixel detector is built from ATLAS-IBL double

F acility ( BDF ) at the CERN SPS. An SPS beam of 400 GeV/c protons will be dumped

chip modules. Each module offers 160x336 pixel, the

on a thick target to search for new physics in the hidden sector pushing the intensity

pitch is 250x50 µm 2 . The sensor is read out via two

frontier. It is planned to collect 2x1020 protons on target in five years. Neutrino

FE-I4 asics. Events are timestamped with 25 ns

production will be dominated by secondary charm decays .

resolution.
12 modules form a detector of 6 layers and an active area of ca. 7 cm 2 per layer . And
an acceptance of up to 200 mrad. In total, more than 645k channels are read out
simultaneously.
The pixel detector is the first electronic
detector in the experiment setup, only 1.7
cm downstream of the moving emulsion

SHiP-charm Measurement

brick. For the given target configuration
approximately 26% of primary protons

The charm cascade production in a thick target has never been measured at 400

interact, creating on average 33 tracks

GeV/c. To study this, the SHiP-charm experiment was designed. It is performed at SPS

passing the pixel detector.

and with a SHiP-like target replica. 5 sub systems together with the GOLIATH magnet

2-track vertices located

build a spectrometer

at the target position can

including a muon

be reconstructed from

identification system.

pixel tracks.

For a test run, target
configurations from

Track Reconstruction and Matching

0.25 (W slabs) to
1.6 (Pb slabs)

For full event reconstruction a common rest frame is defined. The alignment of the

interaction lengths

two detectors is achieved with a Newton-Raphson algorithm. The set of emulsion

were investigated.

tracks is limited to 200 mrad and a minimum

Moving Emulsion Target
The target is made from one active

plastic base

and several passive bricks with

of 6 tracks per vertex, the set of pixel tracks
to a minimum of 2 tracks per event. For the
Newton method the χ2 sum of all track pairs

1 mm
Tungsten plate

is calculated and minimized by means of

thickness of 0 – 20 cm, depending

8 alignment parameters. Each spill on a

on the configuration. The active

brick is aligned separately.

part is constructed from

For matching all possible combinations from
the set of aligned tracks are calculated, and

emulsion layer

alternating sheets of nuclear

for each emulsion track the combination with the

emulsions and passive material,

smallest χ2 is chosen.

forming an E mulsion C loud

emulsion film

C hamber ( ECC ). The active layers

consist of two emulsions bound by
a plastic carrier each. Ionizing

70 µm

The matching of tracks is limited to a χ2 ≤ 25. To
verify the matched track quality, residuals are

315 µm

evaluated and a matching resolution is extracted by

70 µm

radiation enters the ECC and will permanently ionize the active layers of the

means of a gaussian fit.

emulsion, leaving a tracklet. Passing through the passive material it will interact and

Since only emulsion tracks associated to vertices

develop a shower which again ionizes following emulsion layers. At least 29 active

are considered, matching of a single track can

and 28 passive layers are used in one brick.

attribute a timestamp to a whole vertex .

Due to the permanent nature of the

matching resolutions

ionization it is necessary to limit the
spatial occupancy. To collect as many
primary protons on the target surface as
possible, the active target was moved
through the beam with 2.6 cm/s during

one spill in horizontal and by 2 cm in

σx

40 µm

σy
σθxz

72 µm
3.5 mrad

σθyz

2.9 mrad

Summary and Outlook

vertical direction in between spills,
forming a strip-like pattern. An area of

While full even reconstruction employing all sub detectors is ongoing, the ECC and

11x9 cm 2 per brick was scanned.

the pixel detector worked as expected. The moving ECC was aligned to the fixed

The emulsions are digitized offline, tracks and vertices are reconstructed with a

setup and vertices reconstructed in the ECC have been matched with a timestamp

resolution of up to 3 µm. The high spatial resolution comes at the cost of no timing

from the pixel detector. For the measurement of charm cascade production cross

information, which can be provided by the pixel detector.

section however, subsequent runs are needed.
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